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Unleash the true power of JavaScript by mastering Object-Oriented programming principles and patterns About This Book Covering all the new
Object-Oriented features introduced in ES6, this book shows you how to build large-scale web apps Build apps that promote scalability,
maintainability, and reusability Learn popular Object-Oriented programming (OOP) principles and design patterns to build robust apps
Implement Object-Oriented concepts in a wide range of front-end architectures Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for you if you are a
JavaScript developers who wants to gain expertise in OOP with JavaScript to improve your web development skills and build professional quality
web applications. What You Will Learn Master JavaScript's OOP features, including the one's provided by ES6 specification Identify and apply
the most common design patterns such as Singleton, Factory, Observer, Model-View-Controller, and Mediator Patterns Understand the SOLID
principles and their benefits Use the acquired OOP knowledge to build robust and maintainable code Design applications using a modular
architecture based on SOLID principles In Detail ECMAScript 6 introduces several new Object-Oriented features that drastically change the way
developers structure their projects. Web developers now have some advanced OOP functionality at their disposal to build large-scale
applications in JavaScript. With this book, we'll provide you with a comprehensive overview of OOP principles in JavaScript and how they can be
implemented to build sophisticated web applications. Kicking off with a subtle refresher on objects, we'll show you how easy it is to define objects
with the new ES6 classes. From there, we'll fly you through some essential OOP principles, forming a base for you to get hands-on with
encapsulation. You'll get to work with the different methods of inheritance and we'll show you how to avoid using inheritance with Duck Typing.
From there, we'll move on to some advanced patterns for object creation and you'll get a strong idea of how to use interesting patterns to present
data to users and to bind data. We'll use the famous promises to work with asynchronous processes and will give you some tips on how to
organize your code effectively. You'll find out how to create robust code using SOLID principles and finally, we'll show you how to clearly define
the goals of your application architecture to get better, smarter, and more effective coding. This book is your one-way ticket to becoming a
JavaScript Jedi who can be counted on to deliver flexible and maintainable code. Style and approach This comprehensive guide on advanced
OOP principles and patterns in JavaScript is packed with real-world use cases, and shows you how to implement advanced OOP features to
build sophisticated web applications that promote scalability and reusability.
The latest in modern Python recipes for the busy modern programmer About This Book Develop succinct, expressive programs in Python Learn
the best practices and common idioms through carefully explained and structured recipes Discover new ways to apply Python for the new age of
development Who This Book Is For The book is for web developers, programmers, enterprise programmers, engineers, big data scientist, and so
on. If you are a beginner, Python Cookbook will get you started. If you are experienced, it will expand your knowledge base. A basic knowledge of
programming would help. What You Will Learn See the intricate details of the Python syntax and how to use it to your advantage Improve your
code readability through functions in Python Manipulate data effectively using built-in data structures Get acquainted with advanced
programming techniques in Python Equip yourself with functional and statistical programming features Write proper tests to be sure a program
works as advertised Integrate application software using Python In Detail Python is the preferred choice of developers, engineers, data scientists,
and hobbyists everywhere. It is a great scripting language that can power your applications and provide great speed, safety, and scalability. By
exposing Python as a series of simple recipes, you can gain insight into specific language features in a particular context. Having a tangible
context helps make the language or standard library feature easier to understand. This book comes with over 100 recipes on the latest version of
Python. The recipes will benefit everyone ranging from beginner to an expert. The book is broken down into 13 chapters that build from simple
language concepts to more complex applications of the language. The recipes will touch upon all the necessary Python concepts related to data
structures, OOP, functional programming, as well as statistical programming. You will get acquainted with the nuances of Python syntax and how
to effectively use the advantages that it offers. You will end the book equipped with the knowledge of testing, web services, and configuration and
application integration tips and tricks. The recipes take a problem-solution approach to resolve issues commonly faced by Python programmers
across the globe. You will be armed with the knowledge of creating applications with flexible logging, powerful configuration, and command-line
options, automated unit tests, and good documentation. Style and approach This book takes a recipe-based approach, where each recipe
addresses specific problems and issues. The recipes provide discussions and insights and an explanation of the problems.
Being familiar with object-oriented design is an essential part of programming in Python. This new edition includes all the topics that made Python
Object-Oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. Moreover, it’s packed with updated content to reflect more recent changes in the core
Python libraries and cover modern third-party packages.
While other books only touch on the subject, this book is designed to provide in-depth guidance so that the reader can become a java master.
There are lots of examples as this book guides the reader from a beginner to advanced level. The reader will learn: Chapter 1: Java Basics
Chapter 2: Java Data Structures and Algorithms Chapter 3: Java Web Development Chapter 4: Java GUI Programming Chapter 5: ObjectOriented Programming Chapter 6: Java Interview Questions
Functional Python Programming
Mastering Python Design Patterns
Learn Python 3 the Hard Way
Python Cookbook
Object-oriented Design in Java
Discover the power of functional programming, generator functions, lazy evaluation, the built-in itertools library, and monads, 2nd Edition
Power up your Python with object-oriented programming and learn how to write powerful, efficient, and reusable code. Object-Oriented Python is an intuitive and thorough guide to mastering object-oriented
programming from the ground up. You’ll cover the basics of building classes and creating objects, and
put theory into practice using the pygame package with clear examples that help visualize the objectoriented style. You’ll explore the key concepts of object-oriented programming — encapsulation,
polymorphism, and inheritance — and learn not just how to code with objects, but the absolute best
practices for doing so. Finally, you’ll bring it all together by building a complex video game, complete
with full animations and sounds. The book covers two fully functional Python code packages that will
speed up development of graphical user interface (GUI) programs in Python.
With over 200 recipes covering real-world examples, take your Odoo development skills to the next level
and solve complex business problems using this guide Key Features • Learn to develop new modules and
modify existing modules using the Odoo framework • Explore key concepts of the Odoo framework to build
robust business applications • Create dynamic websites with snippets and learn to deploy an Odoo
instance on the server or Odoo.sh Book Description With its latest iteration, the powerful Odoo
framework released a wide variety of features for rapid application development. This updated Odoo
development cookbook will help you explore the new features in Odoo 14 and learn how to use them to
develop Odoo applications from scratch. You'll learn about the new website concepts in Odoo 14 and get a
glimpse of Odoo's new web-client framework, the Odoo Web Library (OWL). Once you've completed the
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installation, you'll begin to explore the Odoo framework with real-world examples. You'll then create a
new Odoo module from the ground up and progress to advanced framework concepts. You'll also learn how to
modify existing applications, including Point of Sale (POS) applications. This book isn't just limited
to backend development; you'll discover advanced JavaScript recipes for creating new views and widgets.
As you progress, you'll learn about website development and become a quality Odoo developer by studying
performance optimization, debugging, and automated testing. Finally, you'll delve into advanced concepts
such as multi-website, In-App Purchasing (IAP), Odoo.sh, the IoT Box, and security. By the end of the
book, you'll have all the knowledge you need to build impressive Odoo applications and you'll be well
versed in development best practices that will come in handy when working with the Odoo framework. What
you will learn • Build beautiful websites with Odoo CMS using dynamic building blocks • Get to grips
with advanced concepts such as caching, prefetching, debugging • Modify backend JavaScript components
and POS applications with the new OWL framework • Connect and access any object in Odoo via Remote
Procedure Calls (RPC) • Manage, deploy, and test an Odoo instance with Odoo.sh • Configure IoT Box to
add and upgrade Point of Sale (POS) hardware • Find out how to implement in-app purchase services Who
this book is for This book is suitable for both newcomers and experienced Odoo developers who want to
develop a highly efficient business application with the Odoo framework. Basic knowledge of Python and
JavaScript is necessary to get the most out of the book. Table of Contents • Installing the Odoo
Development Environment • Managing Odoo Server Instances • Creating Odoo Add-On Modules • Application
Models • Basic Server-Side Development • Managing Module Data • Debugging Modules • Advanced Server-Side
Development Techniques • Backend Views • Security Access • Internationalization • Automation, Workflows,
Emails, and Printing • Web Server Development • CMS Website Development • Web Client Development • The
Odoo Web Library (OWL) • In-App Purchasing with Odoo • Automated Test Cases • Managing, Deploying, and
Testing with Odoo.sh • Remote Procedure Calls In Odoo • Performance Optimization • Point of Sale •
Managing Emails in Odoo • Managing IoT Box
The financial industry has recently adopted Python at a tremendous rate, with some of the largest
investment banks and hedge funds using it to build core trading and risk management systems. Updated for
Python 3, the second edition of this hands-on book helps you get started with the language, guiding
developers and quantitative analysts through Python libraries and tools for building financial
applications and interactive financial analytics. Using practical examples throughout the book, author
Yves Hilpisch also shows you how to develop a full-fledged framework for Monte Carlo simulation-based
derivatives and risk analytics, based on a large, realistic case study. Much of the book uses
interactive IPython Notebooks.
This book is for Python programmers with an intermediate background and an interest in design patterns
implemented in idiomatic Python. Programmers of other languages who are interested in Python can also
benefit from this book, but it would be better if they first read some introductory materials that
explain how things are done in Python.
Learning Python
Build robust and maintainable object-oriented Python applications and libraries, 4th Edition
Machine Learning, Data Structures, Django, Object Oriented Programming and Software Engineering
(Including Programming Interview Questions) [2nd Edition]
Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python, 4E
An Effective Project Based Approach Including Web Development, Data Structures, GUI Programming and
Object Oriented Programming (Beginner to Advanced)
Develop impressive cross-platform GUI applications with PyQt
An advanced guide to creating powerful high-performance GUIs for modern, media-rich applications in various domains such as business
and game development Key FeaturesGain comprehensive knowledge of Python GUI development using PyQt 5.12Explore advanced
topics including multithreaded programming, 3D animation, and SQL databasesBuild cross-platform GUIs for Windows, macOS, Linux, and
Raspberry PiBook Description PyQt5 has long been the most powerful and comprehensive GUI framework available for Python, yet there is
a lack of cohesive resources available to teach Python programmers how to use it. This book aims to remedy the problem by providing
comprehensive coverage of GUI development with PyQt5. You will get started with an introduction to PyQt5, before going on to develop
stunning GUIs with modern features. You will then learn how to build forms using QWidgets and learn about important aspects of GUI
development such as layouts, size policies, and event-driven programming. Moving ahead, you ll discover PyQt5 s most powerful
features through chapters on audio-visual programming with QtMultimedia, database-driven software with QtSQL, and web browsing
with QtWebEngine. Next, in-depth coverage of multithreading and asynchronous programming will help you run tasks asynchronously
and build high-concurrency processes with ease. In later chapters, you ll gain insights into QOpenGLWidget, along with mastering
techniques for creating 2D graphics with QPainter. You ll also explore PyQt on a Raspberry Pi and interface it with remote systems using
QtNetwork. Finally, you will learn how to distribute your applications using setuptools and PyInstaller. By the end of this book, you will
have the skills you need to develop robust GUI applications using PyQt. What you will learnGet to grips with the inner workings of
PyQt5Learn how elements in a GUI application communicate with signals and slotsLearn techniques for styling an applicationExplore
database-driven applications with the QtSQL moduleCreate 2D graphics with QPainterDelve into 3D graphics with QOpenGLWidgetBuild
network and web-aware applications with QtNetwork and QtWebEngineWho this book is for This book is for programmers who want to
create attractive, functional, and powerful GUIs using the Python language. You ll also find this book useful if you are a student,
professional, or anyone who wants to start exploring GUIs or take your skills to the next level. Although prior knowledge of the Python
language is assumed, experience with PyQt, Qt, or GUI programming is not required.
Master the art of writing beautiful and powerful Python by using all of the features that Python 3.5 offers About This Book Become familiar
with the most important and advanced parts of the Python code style Learn the trickier aspects of Python and put it in a structured
context for deeper understanding of the language Offers an expert's-eye overview of how these advanced tasks fit together in Python as a
whole along with practical examples Who This Book Is For Almost anyone can learn to write working script and create high quality code
but they might lack a structured understanding of what it means to be 'Pythonic'. If you are a Python programmer who wants to code
efficiently by getting the syntax and usage of a few intricate Python techniques exactly right, this book is for you. What You Will Learn
Create a virtualenv and start a new project Understand how and when to use the functional programming paradigm Get familiar with the
different ways the decorators can be written in Understand the power of generators and coroutines without digressing into lambda
calculus Create metaclasses and how it makes working with Python far easier Generate HTML documentation out of documents and code
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using Sphinx Learn how to track and optimize application performance, both memory and cpu Use the multiprocessing library, not just
locally but also across multiple machines Get a basic understanding of packaging and creating your own libraries/applications In Detail
Python is a dynamic programming language. It is known for its high readability and hence it is often the first language learned by new
programmers. Python being multi-paradigm, it can be used to achieve the same thing in different ways and it is compatible across
different platforms. Even if you find writing Python code easy, writing code that is efficient, easy to maintain, and reuse is not so
straightforward. This book is an authoritative guide that will help you learn new advanced methods in a clear and contextualised way. It
starts off by creating a project-specific environment using venv, introducing you to different Pythonic syntax and common pitfalls before
moving on to cover the functional features in Python. It covers how to create different decorators, generators, and metaclasses. It also
introduces you to functools.wraps and coroutines and how they work. Later on you will learn to use asyncio module for asynchronous
clients and servers. You will also get familiar with different testing systems such as py.test, doctest, and unittest, and debugging tools such
as Python debugger and faulthandler. You will learn to optimize application performance so that it works efficiently across multiple
machines and Python versions. Finally, it will teach you how to access C functions with a simple Python call. By the end of the book, you
will be able to write more advanced scripts and take on bigger challenges. Style and Approach This book is a comprehensive guide that
covers advanced features of the Python language, and communicate them with an authoritative understanding of the underlying
rationale for how, when, and why to use them.
Complete recipes spread across 15 chapters to help you overcome commonly faced issues by Python for everybody across the globe. Each
recipe takes a problem-solution approach to resolve for effective Python. Key Features Develop expressive and effective Python programs
Best practices and common idioms through carefully explained recipes Discover new ways to apply Python for data-focused development
Make use of Python s optional type annotations Book Description Python is the preferred choice of developers, engineers, data
scientists, and hobbyists everywhere. It is a great language that can power your applications and provide great speed, safety, and
scalability. It can be used for simple scripting or sophisticated web applications. By exposing Python as a series of simple recipes, this book
gives you insight into specific language features in a particular context. Having a tangible context helps make the language or a given
standard library feature easier to understand. This book comes with 133 recipes on the latest version of Python 3.8. The recipes will benefit
everyone, from beginners just starting out with Python to experts. You'll not only learn Python programming concepts but also how to
build complex applications. The recipes will touch upon all necessary Python concepts related to data structures, object oriented
programming, functional programming, and statistical programming. You will get acquainted with the nuances of Python syntax and how
to effectively take advantage of it. By the end of this Python book, you will be equipped with knowledge of testing, web services,
configuration, and application integration tips and tricks. You will be armed with the knowledge of how to create applications with
flexible logging, powerful configuration, command-line options, automated unit tests, and good documentation. What you will learn See
the intricate details of the Python syntax and how to use it to your advantage Improve your coding with Python readability through
functions Manipulate data effectively using built-in data structures Get acquainted with advanced programming techniques in Python
Equip yourself with functional and statistical programming features Write proper tests to be sure a program works as advertised Integrate
application software using Python Who this book is for The Python book is for web developers, programmers, enterprise programmers,
engineers, and big data scientists. If you are a beginner, this book will get you started. If you are experienced, it will expand your
knowledge base. A basic knowledge of programming would help.
Ensure your code is sleek, efficient and elegant by mastering powerful Python design patterns About This Book Learn all about abstract
design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3 Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns Get
to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real-world problems in software architecture, design, and application
development Discover how to simplify Design Pattern implementation using the power of Python 3 Who This Book Is For If you have basic
Python skills and wish to learn in depth how to correctly apply appropriate design patterns, this course is tailor made for you. What You
Will Learn Discover what design patterns are and how to apply them to writing Python Implement objects in Python by creating classes
and defining methods Separate related objects into a taxonomy of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of those objects via
the class interface Understand when to use object-oriented features, and more importantly when not to use them Get to know proven
solutions to common design issues Explore the design principles that form the basis of software design, such as loose coupling, the
Hollywood principle, and the Open Close principle, among others Use Structural Design Patterns and find out how objects and classes
interact to build larger applications Improve the productivity and code base of your application using Python design patterns Secure an
interface using the Proxy pattern In Detail Python is an object-oriented scripting language that is used in everything from data science to
web development. Known for its simplicity, Python increases productivity and minimizes development time. Through applying essential
software engineering design patterns to Python, Python code becomes even more efficient and reusable from project to project. This
learning path takes you through every traditional and advanced design pattern best applied to Python code, building your skills in writing
exceptional Python. Divided into three distinct modules, you'll go from foundational to advanced concepts by following a series of
practical tutorials. Start with the bedrock of Python programming ‒ the object-oriented paradigm. Rethink the way you work with Python
as you work through the Python data structures and object-oriented techniques essential to modern Python programming. Build your
confidence as you learn Python syntax, and how to use OOP principles with Python tools such as Django and Kivy. In the second module,
run through the most common and most useful design patterns from a Python perspective. Progress through Singleton patterns, Factory
patterns, Facade patterns and more all with detailed hands-on guidance. Enhance your professional abilities in in software architecture,
design, and development. In the final module, run through the more complex and less common design patterns, discovering how to apply
them to Python coding with the help of real-world examples. Get to grips with the best practices of writing Python, as well as creating
systems architecture and troubleshooting issues. This Learning Path combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete,
curated package. It includes content from the following Packt products: Python 3 Object-Oriented Programming - Second Edition by Dusty
Phillips Learning Python Design Patterns - Second Edition by Chetan Giridhar Mastering Python Design Patterns by Sakis Kasampalis Style
and approach Advance your Python code through three distinct modules that each build on preceding content. Get the complete
coverage of Python design patterns you need to write elegant and efficient code that's reusable and powerful.
The Object-Oriented Thought Process
Python for Finance
Javascript: Object Oriented Programming
Mastering Data-Driven Finance
Mastering JavaScript Design Patterns
Python 3 Object-oriented Programming
If you need help writing programs in Python 3, or want to update older Python 2 code, this book is just the ticket. Packed with practical
recipes written and tested with Python 3.3, this unique cookbook is for experienced Python programmers who want to focus on modern
tools and idioms. Inside, you’ll find complete recipes for more than a dozen topics, covering the core Python language as well as tasks
common to a wide variety of application domains. Each recipe contains code samples you can use in your projects right away, along with
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a discussion about how and why the solution works. Topics include: Data Structures and Algorithms Strings and Text Numbers, Dates, and
Times Iterators and Generators Files and I/O Data Encoding and Processing Functions Classes and Objects Metaprogramming Modules and
Packages Network and Web Programming Concurrency Utility Scripting and System Administration Testing, Debugging, and Exceptions C
Extensions
Learn how to write Python code that's more robust, efficient, maintainable, and elegant--whether you're new to the language or you've
been coding for years. Python Programming with Design Patterns combines a clear, modern introduction to modern Python with visual,
example-driven explanations of 23 proven patterns for writing outstanding object-oriented code. Through these patterns and examples,
best-selling patterns author James W. Cooper introduces modern techniques for creating Python objects that interact effectively to make
powerful, flexible programs. Cooper's wide-ranging coverage includes abstract classes, multiple inheritance, GUI programming and
widgets, graphical classes, drawing and plotting, math libraries, database programming, Python decorators, images, threads, iterators,
creating executable code from Python programs, and much more. He covers the use of six leading Python development environments,
and provides complete downloadable code on Github for every example program. Throughout, Cooper's informal, visual presentation
makes patterns easier than ever to understand and use--so you can confidently build large, complex programs that benefit from
everything Python has to offer.
Build sophisticated web applications by mastering the art of Object-Oriented Javascript About This Book Learn popular Object-Oriented
programming (OOP) principles and design patterns to build robust apps Implement Object-Oriented concepts in a wide range of frontend
architectures Capture objects from real-world elements and create object-oriented code that represents them Learn the latest ES6
features and how to test and debug issues with JavaScript code using various modern mechanisms Who This Book Is For JavaScript
developers looking to enhance their web developments skills by learning object-oriented programming. What You Will Learn Get
acquainted with the basics of JavaScript language constructs along with object-oriented programming and its application. Learn to build
scalable server application in JavaScript using Node.js Generate instances in three programming languages: Python, JavaScript, and C#
Work with a combination of access modifiers, prefixes, properties, fields, attributes, and local variables to encapsulate and hide data
Master DOM manipulation, cross-browser strategies, and ES6 Identify and apply the most common design patterns such as Singleton,
Factory, Observer, Model-View-Controller, and Mediator Patterns Design applications using a modular architecture based on SOLID
principles In Detail JavaScript is the behavior, the third pillar in today's paradigm that looks at web pages as something that consists of :
content (HTML), presentation (CSS), and behavior (JavaScript). Using JavaScript, you can create interactive web pages along with desktop
widgets, browser, and application extensions, and other pieces of software. Object-oriented programming, which is popularly known as
OOP, is basically based on the concept of objects rather than actions. The first module will help you master JavaScript and build futuristic
web applications. You will start by getting acquainted with the language constructs and how to organize code easily. You develop
concrete understanding of variable scoping, loops, and best practices on using types and data structures, as well as the coding style and
recommended code organization patterns in JavaScript. The book will also teach you how to use arrays and objects as data structures. By
the end of the book, you will understand how reactive JavaScript is going to be the new paradigm. The second module is an easy-to-follow
course, which includes hands-on examples of solutions to common problems with object-oriented code. It will help to identify objects from
real-life scenarios, to protect and hide data with the data encapsulation features of Python, JavaScript, and C#. You will discover the
advantage of duck typing in both Python and JavaScript, while you work with interfaces and generics in C#. With a fair understanding of
interfaces, multiple inheritance, and composition, you will move on to refactor existing code and to organize your source for easy
maintenance and extension. The third module takes you through all the in-depth and exciting futures hidden behind the facade. You
should read through this course if you want to be able to take your JavaScript skills to a new level of sophistication. Style and approach
This course is a comprehensive guide where each chapter consists of best practices, constructive advice, and few easy-to-follow
examples that will build up your skills as you advance through the book. Get object oriented with this course, which takes you on a
journey to get acquainted with few useful hands-on tools, features, and ways to enhance your productivity using OOP techniques. It will
also act as a reference guide with useful examples on resolving problems with object-oriented code in Python, JavaScript, and C#.
Get a comprehensive, in-depth introduction to the core Python language with this hands-on book. Based on author Mark Lutz’s popular
training course, this updated fifth edition will help you quickly write efficient, high-quality code with Python. It’s an ideal way to begin,
whether you’re new to programming or a professional developer versed in other languages. Complete with quizzes, exercises, and helpful
illustrations, this easy-to-follow, self-paced tutorial gets you started with both Python 2.7 and 3.3— the latest releases in the 3.X and 2.X
lines—plus all other releases in common use today. You’ll also learn some advanced language features that recently have become more
common in Python code. Explore Python’s major built-in object types such as numbers, lists, and dictionaries Create and process objects
with Python statements, and learn Python’s general syntax model Use functions to avoid code redundancy and package code for reuse
Organize statements, functions, and other tools into larger components with modules Dive into classes: Python’s object-oriented
programming tool for structuring code Write large programs with Python’s exception-handling model and development tools Learn
advanced Python tools, including decorators, descriptors, metaclasses, and Unicode processing
Recipes for Mastering Python 3
A Hands-On, Project-Based Introduction to Programming
Mastering GUI Programming with Python
Hands-On Application Development with PyCharm
Mastering Object-oriented Python
Master OOP by Building Games and GUIs

Summary Modern data science solutions need to be clean, easy to read, and scalable. In Mastering Large
Datasets with Python, author J.T. Wolohan teaches you how to take a small project and scale it up using a
functionally influenced approach to Python coding. You’ll explore methods and built-in Python tools that lend
themselves to clarity and scalability, like the high-performing parallelism method, as well as distributed
technologies that allow for high data throughput. The abundant hands-on exercises in this practical tutorial will
lock in these essential skills for any large-scale data science project. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Programming
techniques that work well on laptop-sized data can slow to a crawl—or fail altogether—when applied to massive
files or distributed datasets. By mastering the powerful map and reduce paradigm, along with the Python-based
tools that support it, you can write data-centric applications that scale efficiently without requiring codebase
rewrites as your requirements change. About the book Mastering Large Datasets with Python teaches you to write
code that can handle datasets of any size. You’ll start with laptop-sized datasets that teach you to parallelize data
analysis by breaking large tasks into smaller ones that can run simultaneously. You’ll then scale those same
programs to industrial-sized datasets on a cluster of cloud servers. With the map and reduce paradigm firmly in
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place, you’ll explore tools like Hadoop and PySpark to efficiently process massive distributed datasets, speed up
decision-making with machine learning, and simplify your data storage with AWS S3. What's inside An
introduction to the map and reduce paradigm Parallelization with the multiprocessing module and pathos
framework Hadoop and Spark for distributed computing Running AWS jobs to process large datasets About the
reader For Python programmers who need to work faster with more data. About the author J. T. Wolohan is a lead
data scientist at Booz Allen Hamilton, and a PhD researcher at Indiana University, Bloomington. Table of
Contents: PART 1 1 ¦ Introduction 2 ¦ Accelerating large dataset work: Map and parallel computing 3 ¦ Function
pipelines for mapping complex transformations 4 ¦ Processing large datasets with lazy workflows 5 ¦
Accumulation operations with reduce 6 ¦ Speeding up map and reduce with advanced parallelization PART 2 7 ¦
Processing truly big datasets with Hadoop and Spark 8 ¦ Best practices for large data with Apache Streaming and
mrjob 9 ¦ PageRank with map and reduce in PySpark 10 ¦ Faster decision-making with machine learning and
PySpark PART 3 11 ¦ Large datasets in the cloud with Amazon Web Services and S3 12 ¦ MapReduce in the cloud
with Amazon’s Elastic MapReduce
Unleash the power of Python 3 objects About This Book Stop writing scripts and start architecting programs
Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries A practical, hands-on tutorial that teaches you all about abstract
design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3 Who This Book Is For If you're new to object-oriented
programming techniques, or if you have basic Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly
apply object-oriented programming in Python to design software, this is the book for you. What You Will Learn
Implement objects in Python by creating classes and defining methods Separate related objects into a taxonomy
of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of those objects via the class interface Extend class
functionality using inheritance Understand when to use object-oriented features, and more importantly when not
to use them Discover what design patterns are and why they are different in Python Uncover the simplicity of unit
testing and why it's so important in Python Grasp common concurrency techniques and pitfalls in Python 3
Exploit object-oriented programming in key Python technologies such as Kivy and Django. Object-oriented
programming concurrently with asyncio In Detail Python 3 is more versatile and easier to use than ever. It runs
on all major platforms in a huge array of use cases. Coding in Python minimizes development time and increases
productivity in comparison to other languages. Clean, maintainable code is easy to both read and write using
Python's clear, concise syntax. Object-oriented programming is a popular design paradigm in which data and
behaviors are encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together. Many modern programming
languages utilize the powerful concepts behind object-oriented programming and Python is no exception.
Starting with a detailed analysis of object-oriented analysis and design, you will use the Python programming
language to clearly grasp key concepts from the object-oriented paradigm. This book fully explains classes, data
encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, abstraction, and exceptions with an emphasis on when you can use
each principle to develop well-designed software. You'll get an in-depth analysis of many common object-oriented
design patterns that are more suitable to Python's unique style. This book will not just teach Python syntax, but
will also build your confidence in how to program. You will also learn how to create maintainable applications by
studying higher level design patterns. Following this, you'll learn the complexities of string and file manipulation,
and how Python distinguishes between binary and textual data. Not one, but two very powerful automated testing
systems will be introduced in the book. After you discover the joy of unit testing and just how easy it can be, you'll
study higher level libraries such as database connectors and GUI toolkits and learn how they uniquely apply
object-oriented principles. You'll learn how these principles will allow you to make greater use of key members of
the Python eco-system such as Django and Kivy. This new edition includes all the topics that made Python 3
Object-oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. It's also packed with updated content to reflect recent
changes in the core Python library and covers modern third-party packages that were not available on the Python
3 platform when the book was first published. Style and approach Throughout the book you will learn key objectoriented programming techniques demonstrated by comprehensive case studies in the context of a larger project.
Create succinct and expressive implementations with functional programming in Python Key Features Learn how
to choose between imperative and functional approaches based on expressiveness, clarity, and performance Get
familiar with complex concepts such as monads, concurrency, and immutability Apply functional Python to
common Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) programming problems Book Description If you’re a Python developer
who wants to discover how to take the power of functional programming (FP) and bring it into your own
programs, then this book is essential for you, even if you know next to nothing about the paradigm. Starting with
a general overview of functional concepts, you’ll explore common functional features such as first-class and
higher-order functions, pure functions, and more. You’ll see how these are accomplished in Python 3.6 to give
you the core foundations you’ll build upon. After that, you’ll discover common functional optimizations for
Python to help your apps reach even higher speeds. You’ll learn FP concepts such as lazy evaluation using
Python’s generator functions and expressions. Moving forward, you’ll learn to design and implement decorators
to create composite functions. You'll also explore data preparation techniques and data exploration in depth, and
see how the Python standard library fits the functional programming model. Finally, to top off your journey into
the world of functional Python, you’ll at look at the PyMonad project and some larger examples to put everything
into perspective. What you will learn Use Python's generator functions and generator expressions to work with
collections in a non-strict (or lazy) manner Utilize Python library modules including itertools, functools,
multiprocessing, and concurrent features to ensure efficient functional programs Use Python strings with objectoriented suffix notation and prefix notation Avoid stateful classes with families of tuples Design and implement
decorators to create composite functions Use functions such as max(), min(), map(), filter(), and sorted() Write
higher-order functions Who this book is for This book is for Python developers who would like to perform
Functional programming with Python. Python Programming knowledge is assumed.
If you are a Python beginner who is looking to learn the language through interesting projects, this book is for
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you. A basic knowledge of programming and statistics is beneficial to get the most out of the book.
The Quick Python Book
Object-Oriented Python
Python Crash Course, 2nd Edition
Mastering Object-Oriented Python
Python GUI Programming Cookbook
Python Object-Oriented Programming

Provides information on analyzing, designing, and writing object-oriented software.
You Will Learn Python 3! Zed Shaw has perfected the world’s best system for learning Python 3. Follow it
and you will succeed—just like the millions of beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the discipline,
commitment, and persistence; the author supplies everything else. In Learn Python 3 the Hard Way, you’ll
learn Python by working through 52 brilliantly crafted exercises. Read them. Type their code precisely.
(No copying and pasting!) Fix your mistakes. Watch the programs run. As you do, you’ll learn how a
computer works; what good programs look like; and how to read, write, and think about code. Zed then
teaches you even more in 5+ hours of video where he shows you how to break, fix, and debug your
code—live, as he’s doing the exercises. Install a complete Python environment Organize and write code
Fix and break code Basic mathematics Variables Strings and text Interact with users Work with files
Looping and logic Data structures using lists and dictionaries Program design Object-oriented
programming Inheritance and composition Modules, classes, and objects Python packaging Automated
testing Basic game development Basic web development It’ll be hard at first. But soon, you’ll just get
it—and that will feel great! This course will reward you for every minute you put into it. Soon, you’ll know
one of the world’s most powerful, popular programming languages. You’ll be a Python programmer. This
Book Is Perfect For Total beginners with zero programming experience Junior developers who know one or
two languages Returning professionals who haven’t written code in years Seasoned professionals looking
for a fast, simple, crash course in Python 3
As Python continues to grow in popularity, projects are becoming larger and more complex. Many Python
developers are now taking an interest in high-level software design patterns such as hexagonal/clean
architecture, event-driven architecture, and the strategic patterns prescribed by domain-driven design
(DDD). But translating those patterns into Python isn’t always straightforward. With this hands-on guide,
Harry Percival and Bob Gregory from MADE.com introduce proven architectural design patterns to help
Python developers manage application complexity—and get the most value out of their test suites. Each
pattern is illustrated with concrete examples in beautiful, idiomatic Python, avoiding some of the verbosity
of Java and C# syntax. Patterns include: Dependency inversion and its links to ports and adapters
(hexagonal/clean architecture) Domain-driven design’s distinction between entities, value objects, and
aggregates Repository and Unit of Work patterns for persistent storage Events, commands, and the
message bus Command-query responsibility segregation (CQRS) Event-driven architecture and reactive
microservices
Write reliable code to create powerful applications by mastering advanced JavaScript design patterns
About This Book Learn how to use tried and true software design methodologies to enhance your
JavaScript code Discover robust JavaScript implementations of classic and advanced design patterns
Packed with easy-to-follow examples that can be used to create reusable code and extensible designs
Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for JavaScript developers who want to gain expertise in objectoriented programming with JavaScript and the new capabilities of ES-2015 to improve their web
development skills and build professional-quality web applications. What You Will Learn Harness the
power of patterns for tasks ranging from application building to code testing Rethink and revitalize your
code with the use of functional patterns Improve the way you organize your code Build large-scale apps
seamlessly with the help of reactive patterns Identify the best use cases for microservices Get to grips
with creational, behavioral, and structural design patterns Explore advanced design patterns including
dependency injection In Detail With the recent release of ES-2015, there are several new object-oriented
features and functions introduced in JavaScript. These new features enhance the capabilities of JavaScript
to utilize design patterns and software design methodologies to write powerful code. Through this book,
you will explore how design patterns can help you improve and organize your JavaScript code. You'll get
to grips with creational, structural and behavioral patterns as you discover how to put them to work in
different scenarios. Then, you'll get a deeper look at patterns used in functional programming, as well as
model view patterns and patterns to build web applications. This updated edition will also delve into
reactive design patterns and microservices as they are a growing phenomenon in the world of web
development. You will also find patterns to improve the testability of your code using mock objects,
mocking frameworks, and monkey patching. We'll also show you some advanced patterns including
dependency injection and live post processing. By the end of the book, you'll be saved of a lot of trial and
error and developmental headaches, and you will be on the road to becoming a JavaScript expert. Style
and approach Packed with several real-world use cases, this book shows you through step-by-step
instructions how to implement the advanced object-oriented programming features to build sophisticated
web applications that promote scalability and reusability.
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Head First Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
Python: Master the Art of Design Patterns
133 recipes to develop flawless and expressive programs in Python 3.8, 2nd Edition
Odoo 14 Development Cookbook
Python Programming with Design Patterns
A guide to creating smart, efficient, and reusable software, 2nd Edition
Introduces the programming language's syntax, control flow, and basic data structures and covers its interaction with applications
and mangement of large collections of code.
This book follows a standard tutorial approach with approximately 750 code samples spread through the 19 chapters. This amounts
to over 5,900 lines of code that illustrate each concept. This book is aimed at programmers who have already learned the basics of
object-oriented Python and need to write more sophisticated, flexible code that integrates seamlessly with the rest of Python. This
book assumes a computer science background, with experience of common Python design patterns.
The Object-Oriented Thought Process Third Edition Matt Weisfeld An introduction to object-oriented concepts for developers
looking to master modern application practices. Object-oriented programming (OOP) is the foundation of modern programming
languages, including C++, Java, C#, and Visual Basic .NET. By designing with objects rather than treating the code and data as
separate entities, OOP allows objects to fully utilize other objects’ services as well as inherit their functionality. OOP promotes code
portability and reuse, but requires a shift in thinking to be fully understood. Before jumping into the world of object-oriented
programming languages, you must first master The Object-Oriented Thought Process. Written by a developer for developers who
want to make the leap to object-oriented technologies as well as managers who simply want to understand what they are managing,
The Object-Oriented Thought Process provides a solution-oriented approach to object-oriented programming. Readers will learn to
understand object-oriented design with inheritance or composition, object aggregation and association, and the difference between
interfaces and implementations. Readers will also become more efficient and better thinkers in terms of object-oriented
development. This revised edition focuses on interoperability across various technologies, primarily using XML as the
communication mechanism. A more detailed focus is placed on how business objects operate over networks, including client/server
architectures and web services. “Programmers who aim to create high quality software–as all programmers should–must learn the
varied subtleties of the familiar yet not so familiar beasts called objects and classes. Doing so entails careful study of books such as
Matt Weisfeld’s The Object-Oriented Thought Process.” –Bill McCarty, author of Java Distributed Objects, and Object-Oriented
Design in Java Matt Weisfeld is an associate professor in business and technology at Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland,
Ohio. He has more than 20 years of experience as a professional software developer, project manager, and corporate trainer using
C++, Smalltalk, .NET, and Java. He holds a BS in systems analysis, an MS in computer science, and an MBA in project
management. Weisfeld has published many articles in major computer trade magazines and professional journals.
Unlike some guides that give you just the basics that you need to get started, this book teaches you everything you need to know
about using Python, including what you can use it for. Python is a diverse language and is the foundation of much of what we use in
the world today. The reader will be happy to know that this programming language is relatively easy to learn. The book is divided
into five sections to make the journey easy for the student: ✅ Part 1 - Data Structures and Algorithms ✅ Part 2 - Machine Learning
✅ Part 3 - Django ✅ Part 4 - ArcGIS Programming ✅ Part 5 - Software Development and Testing ���� If you want to master
python, order your copy today. ����
Architecture Patterns with Python
Accelerate your Python applications using practical coding techniques in PyCharm
Mastering Java
Parallelize and Distribute Your Python Code
Mastering Python Networking
A Very Simple Introduction to the Terrifyingly Beautiful World of Computers and Code
Python Essentials provides a vital tour of the most critical features of Python. Starting with setup and installation, you will soon dive into
exploring built-in-library types, Python's rich collection of operators and built-in functions, variables, assignment and scoping rules. From this
foundation, you will explore functions, a crucial aspect of any programming language, including considerable sophistication in defining
parameters to a function and providing argument values. Explore advanced functional programming using generator expressions,
comprehensions, and generator functions. Handle file input and output using web services and context managers, exception handling and
explore wider, popular frameworks. Through this concise and practical guide, you will explore all you need to know to leverage this powerful,
and industry-standard, programming language.
Over 80 object-oriented recipes to help you create mind-blowing GUIs in Python About This Book Use object-oriented programming to
develop amazing GUIs in Python Create a working GUI project as a central resource for developing your Python GUIs Packed with easy-tofollow recipes to help you develop code using the latest released version of Python Who This Book Is For If you are a Python programmer
with intermediate level knowledge of GUI programming and want to learn how to create beautiful, effective, and responsive GUIs using the
freely available Python GUI frameworks, this book is for you. What You Will Learn Create amazing GUIs with Python's built-in Tkinter module
Customize the GUIs by using layout managers to arrange the GUI widgets Advance to an object-oriented programming style using Python
Develop beautiful charts using the free Matplotlib Python module Use threading in a networked environment to make the GUIs responsive
Discover ways to connect the GUIs to a database Understand how unit tests can be created and internationalize the GUI Extend the GUIs
with free Python frameworks using best practices In Detail Python is a multi-domain, interpreted programming language. It is a widely used
general-purpose, high-level programming language. It is often used as a scripting language because of its forgiving syntax and compatibility
with a wide variety of different eco-systems. Its flexible syntax enables developers to write short scripts while at the same time, they can use
object-oriented concepts to develop very large projects. Python GUI Programming Cookbook follows a task-based approach to help you
create beautiful and very effective GUIs with the least amount of code necessary. This book uses the simplest programming style, using the
fewest lines of code to create a GUI in Python, and then advances to using object-oriented programming in later chapters. If you are new to
object-oriented programming (OOP), this book will teach you how to take advantage of the OOP coding style in the context of creating GUIs
written in Python. Throughout the book, you will develop an entire GUI application, building recipe upon recipe, connecting the GUI to a
database. In the later chapters, you will explore additional Python GUI frameworks, using best practices. You will also learn how to use
threading to ensure your GUI doesn't go unresponsive. By the end of the book, you will be an expert in Python GUI programming to develop
a common set of GUI applications. Style and approach Every recipe in this programming cookbook solves a problem you might encounter in
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your programming career. At the same time, most of the recipes build on each other to create an entire, real-life GUI application.
Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python will teach you how to make computer games using the popular Python programming
language—even if you’ve never programmed before! Begin by building classic games like Hangman, Guess the Number, and Tic-Tac-Toe,
and then work your way up to more advanced games, like a text-based treasure hunting game and an animated collision-dodging game with
sound effects. Along the way, you’ll learn key programming and math concepts that will help you take your game programming to the next
level. Learn how to: –Combine loops, variables, and flow control statements into real working programs –Choose the right data structures for
the job, such as lists, dictionaries, and tuples –Add graphics and animation to your games with the pygame module –Handle keyboard and
mouse input –Program simple artificial intelligence so you can play against the computer –Use cryptography to convert text messages into
secret code –Debug your programs and find common errors As you work through each game, you’ll build a solid foundation in Python and an
understanding of computer science fundamentals. What new game will you create with the power of Python? The projects in this book are
compatible with Python 3.
A definitive guide to PyCharm to help you build business-oriented Python applications ranging from modern web development to data science
Key FeaturesLearn basic to advanced PyCharm concepts to improve efficiency of your Python projectsWork through practical examples that
focus on efficient application development with PyCharmExplore advanced features in PyCharm such as code automation, version control,
and GUI debuggingBook Description JetBrain’s PyCharm is the most popular Integrated Development Environment (IDE) used by the
Python community thanks to its numerous features that facilitate faster, more accurate, and more productive programming practices.
However, the abundance of options and customizations can make PyCharm seem quite intimidating. Hands-on Application Development with
PyCharm starts with PyCharm’s installation and configuration process, and systematically takes you through a number of its powerful
features that can greatly improve your productivity. You’ll explore code automation, version control, graphical debugging/testing,
management of virtual environments, and much more. Finally, you’ll delve into specific PyCharm features that support web development and
data science, two of the fastest growing applications in Python programming. These include the integration of the Django framework as well
as the extensive support for IPython and Jupyter Notebook. By the end of this PyCharm book, you will have gained extensive knowledge of
the tool and be able to implement its features and make the most of its support for your projects. What you will learnExplore PyCharm
functionalities and what makes it stand out from other Python IDEsSet up, configure, and customize your Python projects in
PyCharmUnderstand how PyCharm integrates with Django for web developmentDiscover PyCharm's capabilities in database management
and data visualizationPerform code automation, GUI testing, and version control in PyCharmIntegrate interactive Python tools such as
Jupyter Notebooks for building virtual environmentsWho this book is for If you’re a beginner or an expert Python user looking to improve your
productivity using one of the best Python IDEs, this book is for you. Basic knowledge of Python programming language is expected.
A Brain Friendly Guide to OOA&D
Powerful Object-Oriented Programming
Object Design Style Guide
Mastering JavaScript Object-Oriented Programming
Mastering Python
Modern Python Cookbook
”Demystifies object-oriented programming, and lays out how to use it to design truly secure and
performant applications.” —Charles Soetan, Plum.io Key Features Dozens of techniques for writing objectoriented code that’s easy to read, reuse, and maintain Write code that other programmers will instantly
understand Design rules for constructing objects, changing and exposing state, and more Examples
written in an instantly familiar pseudocode that’s easy to apply to Java, Python, C#, and any objectoriented language Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats
from Manning Publications. About The Book Well-written object-oriented code is easy to read, modify,
and debug. Elevate your coding style by mastering the universal best practices for object design
presented in this book. These clearly presented rules, which apply to any OO language, maximize the
clarity and durability of your codebase and increase productivity for you and your team. In Object
Design Style Guide, veteran developer Matthias Noback lays out design rules for constructing objects,
defining methods, and much more. All examples use instantly familiar pseudocode, so you can follow
along in the language you prefer. You’ll go case by case through important scenarios and challenges for
object design and then walk through a simple web application that demonstrates how different types of
objects can work together effectively. What You Will Learn Universal design rules for a wide range of
objects Best practices for testing objects A catalog of common object types Changing and exposing state
Test your object design skills with exercises This Book Is Written For For readers familiar with an
object-oriented language and basic application architecture. About the Author Matthias Noback is a
professional web developer with nearly two decades of experience. He runs his own web development,
training, and consultancy company called “Noback’s Office.” Table of Contents: 1 ¦ Programming with
objects: A primer 2 ¦ Creating services 3 ¦ Creating other objects 4 ¦ Manipulating objects 5 ¦ Using
objects 6 ¦ Retrieving information 7 ¦ Performing tasks 8 ¦ Dividing responsibilities 9 ¦ Changing the
behavior of services 10 ¦ A field guide to objects 11 ¦ Epilogue
This book presents a balanced and flexible approach to the incorporation of object-oriented principles
in introductory courses using Python. Familiarizes readers with the terminology of object-oriented
programming, the concept of an object's underlying state information, and its menu of available
behaviors. Includes an exclusive, easy-to-use custom graphics library that helps readers grasp both
basic and more advanced concepts. Lays the groundwork for transition to other languages such as Java
and C++. For those interested in learning more about object-oriented programming using Python.
The second edition of the best-selling Python book in the world (over 1 million copies sold!). A fastpaced, no-nonsense guide to programming in Python. Updated and thoroughly revised to reflect the latest
in Python code and practices. Python Crash Course is the world's best-selling guide to the Python
programming language. This fast-paced, thorough introduction to programming with Python will have you
writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work in no time. In the first half of the
book, you'll learn basic programming concepts, such as variables, lists, classes, and loops, and
practice writing clean code with exercises for each topic. You'll also learn how to make your programs
interactive and test your code safely before adding it to a project. In the second half, you'll put
your new knowledge into practice with three substantial projects: a Space Invaders-inspired arcade
game, a set of data visualizations with Python's handy libraries, and a simple web app you can deploy
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online. As you work through the book, you'll learn how to: • Use powerful Python libraries and tools,
including Pygame, Matplotlib, Plotly, and Django • Make 2D games that respond to keypresses and mouse
clicks, and that increase in difficulty • Use data to generate interactive visualizations • Create and
customize web apps and deploy them safely online • Deal with mistakes and errors so you can solve your
own programming problems If you've been thinking about digging into programming, Python Crash Course
will get you writing real programs fast. Why wait any longer? Start your engines and code!
Mitchell Waite Signature Series: Object-Oriented Design in Java takes a tutorial approach and teaches
in a new way: by offering the Java code first and the design representations and explanations later. No
other programming-level book on the market deals with design of Java software. There's nothing aimed at
the in the trenches Java programmer. Nor can the Java programmer turn to general books on software
design. These, with few exceptions, are abstract and academic, either incomprehensible or irrelevant
from the perspective of the working programmer. This book targets the needs of Java application
programmers, using an experience-based, hands-on approach.
Python for Secret Agents
Python Essentials
Enabling Test-Driven Development, Domain-Driven Design, and Event-Driven Microservices
Object-oriented Programming in Python
Head First Python
Mastering Large Datasets with Python

Become an expert in implementing advanced, network-related tasks with Python. About This Book Build the
skills to perform all networking tasks using Python with ease Use Python for network device automation,
DevOps, and software-defined networking Get practical guidance to networking with Python Who This Book Is
For If you are a network engineer or a programmer who wants to use Python for networking, then this book is
for you. A basic familiarity with networking-related concepts such as TCP/IP and a familiarity with Python
programming will be useful. What You Will Learn Review all the fundamentals of Python and the TCP/IP suite
Use Python to execute commands when the device does not support the API or programmatic interaction with
the device Implement automation techniques by integrating Python with Cisco, Juniper, and Arista eAPI
Integrate Ansible using Python to control Cisco, Juniper, and Arista networks Achieve network security with
Python Build Flask-based web-service APIs with Python Construct a Python-based migration plan from a
legacy to scalable SDN-based network. In Detail This book begins with a review of the TCP/ IP protocol suite
and a refresher of the core elements of the Python language. Next, you will start using Python and supported
libraries to automate network tasks from the current major network vendors. We will look at automating
traditional network devices based on the command-line interface, as well as newer devices with API support,
with hands-on labs. We will then learn the concepts and practical use cases of the Ansible framework in order
to achieve your network goals. We will then move on to using Python for DevOps, starting with using open
source tools to test, secure, and analyze your network. Then, we will focus on network monitoring and
visualization. We will learn how to retrieve network information using a polling mechanism, ?ow-based
monitoring, and visualizing the data programmatically. Next, we will learn how to use the Python framework to
build your own customized network web services. In the last module, you will use Python for SDN, where you
will use a Python-based controller with OpenFlow in a hands-on lab to learn its concepts and applications. We
will compare and contrast OpenFlow, OpenStack, OpenDaylight, and NFV. Finally, you will use everything
you've learned in the book to construct a migration plan to go from a legacy to a scalable SDN-based network.
Style and approach An easy-to-follow guide packed with hands-on examples of using Python for network
device automation, DevOps, and SDN.
Want to learn the Python language without slogging your way through how-to manuals? With Head First
Python, you’ll quickly grasp Python’s fundamentals, working with the built-in data structures and functions.
Then you’ll move on to building your very own webapp, exploring database management, exception handling,
and data wrangling. If you’re intrigued by what you can do with context managers, decorators,
comprehensions, and generators, it’s all here. This second edition is a complete learning experience that will
help you become a bonafide Python programmer in no time. Why does this book look so different? Based on
the latest research in cognitive science and learning theory, Head First Pythonuses a visually rich format to
engage your mind, rather than a text-heavy approach that puts you to sleep. Why waste your time struggling
with new concepts? This multi-sensory learning experience is designed for the way your brain really works.
Gain comprehensive insights into programming practices, and code portability and reuse to build flexible and
maintainable apps using object-oriented principles Key FeaturesExtend core OOP techniques to increase
integration of classes created with PythonExplore various Python libraries for handling persistence and object
serializationLearn alternative approaches for solving programming problems, with different attributes to
address your problem domainBook Description Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a relatively complex
discipline to master, and it can be difficult to see how general principles apply to each language's unique
features. With the help of the latest edition of Mastering Objected-Oriented Python, you'll be shown how to
effectively implement OOP in Python, and even explore Python 3.x. Complete with practical examples, the book
guides you through the advanced concepts of OOP in Python, and demonstrates how you can apply them to
solve complex problems in OOP. You will learn how to create high-quality Python programs by exploring design
alternatives and determining which design offers the best performance. Next, you'll work through special
methods for handling simple object conversions and also learn about hashing and comparison of objects. As
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you cover later chapters, you'll discover how essential it is to locate the best algorithms and optimal data
structures for developing robust solutions to programming problems with minimal computer processing.
Finally, the book will assist you in leveraging various Python features by implementing object-oriented designs
in your programs. By the end of this book, you will have learned a number of alternate approaches with
different attributes to confidently solve programming problems in Python. What you will learnExplore a variety
of different design patterns for the __init__() methodLearn to use Flask to build a RESTful web serviceDiscover
SOLID design patterns and principlesUse the features of Python 3's abstract baseCreate classes for your own
applicationsDesign testable code using pytest and fixturesUnderstand how to design context managers that
leverage the 'with' statementCreate a new type of collection using standard library and design
techniquesDevelop new number types above and beyond the built-in classes of numbersWho this book is for
This book is for developers who want to use Python to create efficient programs. A good understanding of
Python programming is required to make the most out of this book. Knowledge of concepts related to objectoriented design patterns will also be useful.
Exploit various design patterns to master the art of solving problems using Python Key Features Master the
application design using the core design patterns and latest features of Python 3.7 Learn tricks to solve
common design and architectural challenges Choose the right plan to improve your programs and increase
their productivity Book Description Python is an object-oriented scripting language that is used in a wide range
of categories. In software engineering, a design pattern is an elected solution for solving software design
problems. Although they have been around for a while, design patterns remain one of the top topics in software
engineering, and are a ready source for software developers to solve the problems they face on a regular basis.
This book takes you through a variety of design patterns and explains them with real-world examples. You will
get to grips with low-level details and concepts that show you how to write Python code, without focusing on
common solutions as enabled in Java and C++. You'll also fnd sections on corrections, best practices, system
architecture, and its designing aspects. This book will help you learn the core concepts of design patterns and
the way they can be used to resolve software design problems. You'll focus on most of the Gang of Four (GoF)
design patterns, which are used to solve everyday problems, and take your skills to the next level with reactive
and functional patterns that help you build resilient, scalable, and robust applications. By the end of the book,
you'll be able to effciently address commonly faced problems and develop applications, and also be
comfortable working on scalable and maintainable projects of any size. What you will learn Explore Factory
Method and Abstract Factory for object creation Clone objects using the Prototype pattern Make incompatible
interfaces compatible using the Adapter pattern Secure an interface using the Proxy pattern Choose an
algorithm dynamically using the Strategy pattern Keep the logic decoupled from the UI using the MVC pattern
Leverage the Observer pattern to understand reactive programming Explore patterns for cloud-native,
microservices, and serverless architectures Who this book is for This book is for intermediate Python
developers. Prior knowledge of design patterns is not required to enjoy this book.
A Brain-Friendly Guide
Rapidly build, customize, and manage secure and efficient business apps using Odoo's latest features
Build powerful applications with reusable code using OOP design patterns and Python 3.7, 2nd Edition
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